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1010 Gallon DOT Water Trailer Package

We’ve got you covered
Very few (if any) of our competitors believe in their manufacturing process enough to offer a 5 year warranty 
on their trailers.  But our trailers are different.  We take pride in providing the best product possible, delivered 
to your door.   In addition to our manufacturer’s frame warranty, we use only Norwesco tanks, which provide a 
3 year non-prorated tank warranty.  Most all other tank manufacturers offer a prorated warranty, meaning if the 
tank is 75% through its warranty period that the warranty only covers 25% of the cost to replace the warranted 
tank. However, contrary to the industry standard, we use tanks with a non-prorated warranty.  What that 
means to you is that 100% of the tank is covered for the entire warranty period.

Stronger than the average
While commonly used for water hauling and spraying, our trailers are actually built to withstand use with heavier 
liquids.  This gives you flexibility and peace of mind in knowing that your multi-purpose trailer can safely handle 
whatever you need of it.  They are built to safely haul liquids such as water-based fertilizers (up to 11 lbs/gallon), 
whereas water weighs only 8.32 lbs/gallon.  Designed for heavy-weight hauling, our trailers are equipped with 
heavy-duty suspension, larger wheel bearings, heavier cast hubs, high-speed cambered axles, and highway rated 
tires.  The frame has also been designed for high strength and active use with a manufacturing process that avoids 
cutting the channel iron wherever possible.  Instead, the iron is bent and formed into shape, eliminating common 
weak points that are common with many other trailer frames.  To add extra strength and ensure that there are 
no frame issues where the channel iron is bent, we reinforce it along the outside edge as well.

Things you don’t see do matter 
Have you ever purchased a trailer, only to find after a few months that rust is already showing? That results from 
a manufacturer that’s more concerned with speed than with quality. You won’t find that with Aqua-DOT trailers. 
Our trailers get a good scrubbing before the powder coat paint finish is applied. Attention to even little details 
like this help ensure a long life for your trailer and are important to us.

Freight savings, shorter lead times, delivered fully assembled
Select the shipping location that best fits your needs for freight and lead time. We ship from AL, AZ, CA, KS, KY, 
MN, ND, NE, WA.  There’s no need to wait for the ridiculous lead times of today’s world - we always keep a supply 
of the Aqua-DOT trailers in production. 

What makes Aqua-DOT 
trailers different?


